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Follows the life of a sea turtle from its hatching on a beach, through its years in
the sea, and its return to land where it lays its eggs.
This is an Honour Songis a collection of narratives, poetry, and essays exploring
the broad impact of the 1990 resistance at KanehsatÃ :ke, otherwise known as
the "Oka Crisis." The book is written by leading Indigenous and non-Indigenous
artists, scholars, activists and traditional people, and is sung as an Honour Song
celebrating the commitment, sacrifices, and achievements of the Kanien'kehaka
individuals and communities involved.
THE INSTANT #1 BESTSELLER IS NOW AVAILABLE IN PAPERBACK!
FEATURED ON 60 MINUTES and FRESH AIR "So surprising and moving and
true that I became completely unstrung." - The New York Times Named a best
book of the year by: The New York Times, NPR, TIME, Wall Street Journal,
Boston Globe, Entertainment Weekly, Southern Living, Publishers Weekly,
BookPage, A.V. Club, Bustle, BuzzFeed, Vulture, and many more! JOHN
GREEN, the acclaimed author of Looking for Alaska and The Fault in Our Stars,
returns with a story of shattering, unflinching clarity in this brilliant novel of love,
resilience, and the power of lifelong friendship. Aza Holmes never intended to
pursue the disappearance of fugitive billionaire Russell Pickett, but there's a
hundred-thousand-dollar reward at stake and her Best and Most Fearless Friend,
Daisy, is eager to investigate. So together, they navigate the short distance and
broad divides that separate them from Pickett's son Davis. Aza is trying. She is
trying to be a good daughter, a good friend, a good student, and maybe even a
good detective, while also living within the ever-tightening spiral of her own
thoughts.
A knife-sharp new collection of stories and songs from award-winning
Nishnaabeg storyteller and writer Leanne Betasamosake Simpson that rebirths a
decolonized reality, one that circles in and out of time and resists dominant
narratives or comfortable categorization. This Accident of Being Lost is the knifesharp new collection of stories and songs from award-winning Nishnaabeg
storyteller and writer Leanne Betasamosake Simpson. These visionary pieces
build upon Simpson's powerful use of the fragment as a tool for intervention in
her critically acclaimed collection Islands of Decolonial Love. A crow watches
over a deer addicted to road salt; Lake Ontario floods Toronto to remake the
world while texting “ARE THEY GETTING IT?”; lovers visit the last remaining
corner of the boreal forest; three comrades guerrilla-tap maples in an upper
middle-class neighbourhood; and Kwe gets her firearms license in rural Ontario.
Blending elements of Nishnaabeg storytelling, science fiction, contemporary
realism, and the lyric voice, This Accident of Being Lost burns with a quiet
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intensity, like a campfire in your backyard, challenging you to reconsider the
world you thought you knew.
An American expatriate in Rome unearths his family legacy in this sweeping
novel by the acclaimed author of The Prince of Tides and The Great Santini A
Southerner living abroad, Jack McCall is scarred by tragedy and betrayal. His
desperate desire to find peace after his wife’s suicide draws him into a painful,
intimate search for the one haunting secret in his family’s past that can heal his
anguished heart. Spanning three generations and two continents, from the
contemporary ruins of the American South to the ancient ruins of Rome, from the
unutterable horrors of the Holocaust to the lingering trauma of Vietnam, Beach
Music sings with life’s pain and glory. It is a novel of lyric intensity and searing
truth, another masterpiece among Pat Conroy’s legendary and beloved novels.
Praise for Beach Music “Astonishing . . . stunning . . . The range of passions and
subjects that bring life to every page is almost endless.”—The Washington Post
Book World “Magnificent . . . clearly Conroy’s best.”—San Francisco Chronicle
“Blockbuster writing at its best.”—Los Angeles Times Book Review “Pat
Conroy’s writing contains a virtue now rare in most contemporary fiction:
passion.”—The Denver Post “A powerful, heartfelt tale.”—Houston Chronicle
Simpson explores philosophies and pathways of regeneration, resurgence, and a
new emergence through the Nishnaabeg language, Creation Stories, walks with
Elders and children, celebrations and protests, and meditations on these
experiences. She stresses the importance of illuminating Indigenous intellectual
traditions to transform their relationship to the Canadian state."--pub. desc.
The second edition of Natural Curiosity supports a stronger basic awareness of
Indigenous perspectives and their importance to environmental education. The
driving motivation for a second edition was the burning need, in the wake of
strong and unequivocal recommendations by the Truth and Reconciliation
Commission, to situate Indigenous perspectives into the heart of Canadian
educational settings and curricula, most notably in connection with environmental
issThe second edition of Natural Curiosity supports a stronger basic awareness
of Indigenous perspectives and their importance to environmental education. The
driving motivation for a second edition was the burning need, in the wake of
strong and unequivocal recommendations by the Truth and Reconciliation
Commission, to situate Indigenous perspectives into the heart of Canadian
educational settings and curricula, most notably in connection with environmental
issues. The Indigenous lens in this edition represents a cross-cultural encounter
supporting what can become an ongoing dialogue and evolution of practice in
environmental inquiry. Some important questions are raised that challenge us to
think in very different ways about things as fundamental as the meaning of
knowledge. New in the Second Edition:Revision of the four branches of
environmental inquiry (Lorraine Chiarotto), by Julie Comay; Indigenous lenses on
each of the branches by Doug Anderson; 16 new educator stories; ues.
Aboriginal rights do not belong to the broader category of universal human rights
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because they are grounded in the particular practices of aboriginal people. So
argues Peter Kulchyski in this provocative book from the front lines of indigenous
people’s struggles to defend their culture from the ongoing conquest of their
traditional lands. Kulchyski shows that some differences are more different than
others, and he draws a border between bush culture and mall culture, between
indigenous people's mode of production and the totalizing push of state-led
capitalism. Aboriginal Rights Are Not Human Rights provides much needed
conceptual and historical analysis of aboriginal and treaty rights in Canada, and
offers concrete suggestions to transform the current policy paradigm into one that
supports and invigorates indigenous cultures in a contemporary context.
This exciting and groundbreaking fiction anthology showcases a number of new and
emerging 2SQ (Two-Spirit and queer Indigenous) writers from across Turtle Island.
These visionary authors show how queer Indigenous communities can bloom and thrive
through utopian narratives that detail the vivacity and strength of 2SQness throughout
its plight in the maw of settler colonialism’s histories. Here, readers will discover bioengineered AI rats, transplanted trees in space, the rise of a 2SQ resistance camp, a
primer on how to survive Indigiqueerly, virtual reality applications, motherships at sea,
and the very bending of space-time continuums queered through NDN time. Love after
the End demonstrates the imaginatively queer Two-Spirit futurisms we have all been
dreaming of since 1492. Contributors include Darcie Little Badger, Mari Kurisato, Kai
Minosh Pyle, David Alexander Robertson, and jaye simpson.
The Papago Indians of the American Southwest say butterflies were created to gladden
the hearts of children and chase away thoughts of aging and death. How the Butterflies
Came to Be is one of twenty-four Native American tales included in Native American
Animal Stories. The stories, coming from Mohawk, Hopi, Yaqui, Haida and other
cultures, demonstrate the power of animals in Native American traditions.Parents,
teachers and children will delight in lovingly told stories about "our relations, the
animals." The stories come to life through magical illustrations by Mohawk artists John
Kahionhes Fadden and David Fadden."The stories in this book present some of the
basic perspectives that Native North American parents, aunts and uncles use to teach
the young. They are phrased in terms that modern youngsters can understand and
appreciate ... They enable us to understand that while birds and animals appear to be
similar in thought processes to humans, that is simply the way we represent them in our
stories. But other creatures do have thought processes, emotions, personal
relationships...We must carefully ccord these other creatures the respect that they
deserve and the right to live
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • ONE OF ESSENCE’S 50 MOST IMPACTFUL
BLACK BOOKS OF THE PAST 50 YEARS In this iconic memoir of his early days,
Barack Obama “guides us straight to the intersection of the most serious questions of
identity, class, and race” (The Washington Post Book World). “Quite
extraordinary.”—Toni Morrison In this lyrical, unsentimental, and compelling memoir, the
son of a black African father and a white American mother searches for a workable
meaning to his life as a black American. It begins in New York, where Barack Obama
learns that his father—a figure he knows more as a myth than as a man—has been killed
in a car accident. This sudden death inspires an emotional odyssey—first to a small town
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in Kansas, from which he retraces the migration of his mother’s family to Hawaii, and
then to Kenya, where he meets the African side of his family, confronts the bitter truth of
his father’s life, and at last reconciles his divided inheritance. Praise for Dreams from
My Father “Beautifully crafted . . . moving and candid . . . This book belongs on the
shelf beside works like James McBride’s The Color of Water and Gregory Howard
Williams’s Life on the Color Line as a tale of living astride America’s racial
categories.”—Scott Turow “Provocative . . . Persuasively describes the phenomenon of
belonging to two different worlds, and thus belonging to neither.”—The New York Times
Book Review “Obama’s writing is incisive yet forgiving. This is a book worth
savoring.”—Alex Kotlowitz, author of There Are No Children Here “One of the most
powerful books of self-discovery I’ve ever read, all the more so for its illuminating
insights into the problems not only of race, class, and color, but of culture and ethnicity.
It is also beautifully written, skillfully layered, and paced like a good novel.”—Charlayne
Hunter-Gault, author of In My Place “Dreams from My Father is an exquisite, sensitive
study of this wonderful young author’s journey into adulthood, his search for
community and his place in it, his quest for an understanding of his roots, and his
discovery of the poetry of human life. Perceptive and wise, this book will tell you
something about yourself whether you are black or white.”—Marian Wright Edelman
Living with his little brother, Fudge, makes Peter feel like a fourth grade nothing. Fudge
is never far from trouble. He's a two-year-old terror who gets away with everything--and
Peter's had enough. When Fudge walks off with Dribble, Peter's pet turtle, it's the last
straw.
A hands-on introduction to coding that teaches you how to program bots to do cool
things in the game you love--Minecraft! This book takes the robotic "turtle" method, and
extends it to the 3D, interactive world of Minecraft. You've mined for diamonds, crafted
dozens of tools, and built all sorts of structures--but what if you could program robots to
do all of that for you in a fraction of the time? In Coding with Minecraft®, you'll create a
virtual robot army with Lua, a programming language used by professional game
developers. Step-by-step coding projects will show you how to write programs that
automatically dig mines, collect materials, craft items, and build anything that you can
imagine. Along the way, you'll explore key computer science concepts like data types,
functions, variables, and more. Learn how to: - Program robots that make smart
decisions with flow control - Reuse code so that your robots can farm any crop you
want, including wheat, sugar cane, and even cacti! - Program a factory that generates
infinite building supplies - Design an algorithm for creating walls and buildings of any
size - Code yourself a pickaxe-swinging robotic lumberjack! - Create a robot that digs
mine shafts with stairs so you can explore safely Bonus activities in each chapter will
help you take your coding skills to the next level. By the end of the book, you'll
understand how powerful coding can be and have plenty of robots at your beck and
call.
Loyalty to the community is the highest value in Native American cultures, argues Jace
Weaver. In That the People Might Live, he explores a wide range of Native American
literature from 1768 to the present, taking this sense of community as both a starting
point and a lens. Weaver considers some of the best known Native American writers,
such as Leslie Marmon Silko, Gerald Vizenor, and Vine Deloria, as well as many others
who are receiving critical attention here for the first time. He contends that the single
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thing that most defines these authors' writings, and makes them deserving of study as a
literature separate from the national literature of the United States, is their commitment
to Native community and its survival. He terms this commitment "communitism"--a
fusion of "community" and "activism." The Native American authors are engaged in an
ongoing quest for community and write out of a passionate commitment to it. They
write, literally, "that the People might live." Drawing upon the best Native and nonNative scholarship (including the emerging postcolonial discourse), as well as a close
reading of the writings themselves, Weaver adds his own provocative insights to help
readers to a richer understanding of these too often neglected texts. A scholar of
religion, he also sets this literature in the context of Native cultures and religious
traditions, and explores the tensions between these traditions and Christianity.
Seventh-grader John "Crash" Coogan has always been comfortable with his tough,
aggressive behavior, until his relationship with an unusual Quaker boy and his
grandfather's stroke make him consider the meaning of friendship and the importance
of family.
By combining provocative prose with photo-essay, Time and the Suburbs explores the
disappearance of cities in North America under the weight of suburban, exurban, and
other forms of development that are changing the way we live and do politics. Drawing
on social theory from Henri Lefebvre and Guy Debord to Antonio Negri, this book
reconceptualizes the tasks facing activists and social movments. This is both a
provocative essay and introduction to important social theory for anyone interested in
cites and urban development.

It’s never too soon for children to learn that violence is never okay, hands can do
many good things, and everyone is capable of positive, loving actions. In this
bright, inviting, durable board book, simple words and full-color illustrations teach
these important concepts in ways even very young children can understand.
Created in response to requests from parents, preschool teachers, and childcare
providers, this book belongs everywhere young children are. Includes tips for
parents and caregivers.
In her debut collection of short stories, Islands of Decolonial Love, renowned
writer and activist Leanne Simpson vividly explores the lives of contemporary
Indigenous Peoples and communities, especially those of her own Nishnaabeg
nation. Found on reserves, in cities and small towns, in bars and curling rinks,
canoes and community centres, doctors offices and pickup trucks, Simpson's
characters confront the often heartbreaking challenge of pairing the desire to live
loving and observant lives with a constant struggle to simply survive the historical
and ongoing injustices of racism and colonialism. Told with voices that are rarely
recorded but need to be heard, and incorporating the language and history of her
people, Leanne Simpson's Islands of Decolonial Love is a profound, important,
and beautiful book of fiction.
Winner: Native American and Indigenous Studies Association's Best Subsequent
Book 2017 Honorable Mention: Labriola Center American Indian National Book
Award 2017 Across North America, Indigenous acts of resistance have in recent
years opposed the removal of federal protections for forests and waterways in
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Indigenous lands, halted the expansion of tar sands extraction and the pipeline
construction at Standing Rock, and demanded justice for murdered and missing
Indigenous women. In As We Have Always Done, Leanne Betasamosake
Simpson locates Indigenous political resurgence as a practice rooted in uniquely
Indigenous theorizing, writing, organizing, and thinking. Indigenous resistance is
a radical rejection of contemporary colonialism focused around the refusal of the
dispossession of both Indigenous bodies and land. Simpson makes clear that its
goal can no longer be cultural resurgence as a mechanism for inclusion in a
multicultural mosaic. Instead, she calls for unapologetic, place-based Indigenous
alternatives to the destructive logics of the settler colonial state, including
heteropatriarchy, white supremacy, and capitalist exploitation.
Considered by many to be mentally retarded, a brilliant, impatient fifth-grader with
cerebral palsy discovers a technological device that will allow her to speak for the
first time.
This remarkable collection of essays by leading Indigenous scholars focuses on
the themes of freedom, liberation and Indigenous resurgence as they relate to
the land. They analyze treaties, political culture, governance, environmental
issues, economy, and radical social movements from an anti-colonial Indigenous
perspective in a Canadian context. Editor Leanne Simpson (Nishnaabekwe) has
solicited Indigenous writers that place Indigenous freedom as their highest
political goal, while turning to the knowledge, traditions, and culture of specific
Indigenous nations to achieve that goal. The authors offer frank and political
analysis and commentary of the kind not normally found in mainstream books,
journals, and magazines.
"The twenty-two contributors to this book demonstrate that focusing on everyday
actions can be an important emancipatory site for highlighting the relational,
experiential and dynamic nature of Indigenous resurgence. Overall, these daily
acts of resurgence, at the community, family and personal levels, can be critical
sites of resistance, education, and transformative change" -- Back cover.
Picking up where her modern classic The Bean Trees left off, Barbara
Kingsolver’s bestselling Pigs in Heaven continues the tale of Turtle and Taylor
Greer, a Native American girl and her adoptive mother who have settled in
Tucson, Arizona, as they both try to overcome their difficult pasts. Taking place
three years after The Bean Trees, Taylor is now dating a musician named Jax
and has officially adopted Turtle. But when a lawyer for the Cherokee Nation
begins to investigate the adoption—their new life together begins to crumble.
Depicting the clash between fierce family love and tribal law, poverty and means,
abandonment and belonging, Pigs in Heaven is a morally wrenching, gently
humorous work of fiction that speaks equally to the head and the heart. This
edition includes a P.S. section with additional insights from Barbara Kingsolver,
background material, suggestions for further reading, and more.
Alice in Wonderland (also known as Alice's Adventures in Wonderland), from
1865, is the peculiar and imaginative tale of a girl who falls down a rabbit-hole
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into a bizarre world of eccentric and unusual creatures. Lewis Carroll's prominent
example of the genre of "literary nonsense" has endured in popularity with its
clever way of playing with logic and a narrative structure that has influence
generations of fiction writing.
Dancing with Butterflies uses the alternating voices of four very different women
whose lives interconnect through a common passion for their Mexican heritage
and a dance company called Alegría. Yesenia, who founded Alegría with her
husband, Eduardo, sabotages her own efforts to remain a vital, vibrant woman
when she travels back and forth across the Mexican border for cheap plastic
surgery. Elena, grief stricken by the death of her only child and the end of her
marriage, finds herself falling dangerously in love with one of her underage
students. Elena's sister, Adriana, wears the wounds of abandonment by a dysfunctional family and becomes unable to discern love from abuse. Soledad, the
sweet-tempered illegal immigrant who designs costumes for Alegría, finds herself
stuck back in Mexico, where she returns to see her dying grandmother. Reyna
Grande has brought these fictional characters so convincingly to life that readers
will imagine they know them.
Read Along or Enhanced eBook: Turtle loves to dance and play the flute. But her
exuberance puts her at risk when her music attracts the attention of a brave
hunter who brings her home to make turtle stew. After she is caught, her only
hope for escape is the hunter's children ... and her own wit. This folktale, first told
by the indigenous people of Brazil, is now told throughout Latin America. Like the
people of Latin America, Turtle always seems to survive any challenge by using
her courage and wit. Beautiful watercolors radiant with the dense foliage and
hardy wildlife of the Amazon rain forest, guides the reader through this timeless
adventure story.
1968 looks like it'll be a pretty good year for Jaynell Lambert. The town's going to
pave the dirt road she lives on, her girly-girl sister, Racine, isn't driving her
completely crazy, and Grandpap has just moved in with his new emerald green
Cadillac convertible. Jaynell and Grandpap have something special. But why
won't Grandpap tell her the reason he visits with the dirt-poor Pickens family on
the other side of town? When Jaynell finds out Grandpap's secret, the legacy of
an old man transforms a family, and a town. "At once gritty and poetic, stark and
sentimental . . . a solid page turner. Holt once again displays her remarkable
gift."(School Library Journal, starred review)
Good immunity is a sign of good health. Unfortunately, due to poor lifestyle which
includes eating habits, no exercise in the normal routine and many other factors,
health is at stake. On the other side coronavirus has its own impacts and it
attacks those individuals who have poor immunity. If you want to save yourself
from coronavirus, you need to boost your immunity. However, immunity can be
enhanced by introducing some changes in the daily lifestyle which are mentioned
in this ebook. This ebook will teach you ways to boost your immunity to save
yourself from coronavirus. whats included: - To remove toxins from the body - To
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boost natural immunity - How to save yourself from coronavirus - Healthy eating
habits - Fitness routine - To improve your metabolism - And much more! If you
want to boost your immunity then this guide is for you. --> Scroll to the top of the
page and click add to cart to purchase instantly
Bland Simpson, the celebrated bard of North Carolina's sound country, has blended history,
observation of nature, and personal narrative in many books to chronicle the people and
places of eastern Carolina. Yet he has spent much of his life in the state's Piedmont, with
regular travels into its western mountains. Here, for the first time, Simpson brings his distinctive
voice and way of seeing to bear on the entirety of his home state, combining storytelling and
travelogue to create a portrait of the Old North State with care and humor. Three of the state's
finest photographers come along to guide the journey: Simpson's wife and creative partner,
Ann Cary Simpson, professional photographer Scott Taylor, and writer and naturalist Tom
Earnhardt. Their photos, combined with Simpson's rich narrative, will inspire readers to
consider not only what North Carolina has been and what it is but also what we hope it will be.
This book belongs on the shelf of longtime residents, newcomers, and visitors alike.
From its first publication in 1997, Altered State established itself as the definitive text on
Ecstasy and dance culture. This new edition sees Matthew Collin cast a fresh eye on the
heady events of the acid house 'Summer of Love' and the rave scene's euphoric escalation
into commercial excess as MDMA became a mass-market narcotic. Altered State is the bestselling book on Ecstasy culture, using a cast of memorable characters to track the origins of
the scene and its drug through psychedelic subcults, underground gay discos and the Balearic
paradise of Ibiza, to the point where Tony Blair was using an Ecstasy anthem as an election
campaign song. Altered State critically examines the ideologies and myths of the scene,
documenting the criminal underside to the blissed-out image, shedding new light on the social
history of the most spectacular youth movement of the twentieth century.
The new novel from the author of As We Have Always Done, a poetic world-building journey
into the power of Anishinaabe life and traditions amid colonialism In fierce prose and poetic
fragments, Leanne Betasamosake Simpson’s Noopiming braids together humor, piercing
detail, and a deep, abiding commitment to Anishinaabe life to tell stories of resistance, love,
and joy. Mashkawaji (they/them) lies frozen in the ice, remembering the sharpness of unmuted
feeling from long ago, finding freedom and solace in isolated suspension. They introduce the
seven characters: Akiwenzii, the old man who represents the narrator’s will; Ninaatig, the
maple tree who represents their lungs; Mindimooyenh, the old woman, their conscience; Sabe,
a gentle giant, their marrow; Adik, the caribou, their nervous system; and Asin and Lucy, the
humans who represent their eyes, ears, and brain. Simpson’s book As We Have Always Done
argued for the central place of storytelling in imagining radical futures. Noopiming
(Anishinaabemowin for “in the bush”) enacts these ideas. The novel’s characters emerge
from deep within Abinhinaabeg thought to commune beyond an unnatural urban-settler world
littered with SpongeBob Band-Aids, Ziploc baggies, and Fjällräven Kånken backpacks. A bold
literary act of decolonization and resistance, Noopiming offers a breaking open of the self to a
world alive with people, animals, ancestors, and spirits—and the daily work of healing.
“The Bean Trees is the work of a visionary. . . . It leaves you open-mouthed and smiling.” —
Los Angeles Times A bestseller that has come to be regarded as an American classic, The
Bean Trees is the novel that launched Barbara Kingsolver’s remarkable literary career. It is the
charming, engrossing tale of rural Kentucky native Taylor Greer, who only wants to get away
from her roots and avoid getting pregnant. She succeeds, but inherits a three-year-old Native
American girl named Turtle along the way, and together, from Oklahoma to Arizona, halfCherokee Taylor and her charge search for a new life in the West. Hers is a story about love
and friendship, abandonment and belonging, and the discovery of surprising resources in
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seemingly empty places. This edition includes a P.S. section with additional insights from the
author, background material, suggestions for further reading, and more.
An irresistibly cute story about finding the confidence to be yourself, starring a turtle in search
of the perfect shell. Terrance the turtle was born without a shell, so he uses a cardboard box
instead. Terrance loves his box. It keeps him dry on soggy days, safe from snooping strangers,
and is big enough to cozy up with a friend. But when another turtle points out that Terrance's
shell is, well, weird, he begins to wonder whether there might be a better shell out there...
Eventually, and through much trial and error, Terrance learns that there's nothing wrong with
being different--especially when it comes to being yourself.
The Gift Is in the Making retells previously published Anishinaabeg stories, bringing to life
Anishinaabeg values and teachings to a new generation. Readers are immersed in a world
where all genders are respected, the tiniest being has influence in the world, and unconditional
love binds families and communities to each other and to their homeland. Sprinkled with gentle
humour and the Anishinaabe language, this collection of stories speaks to children and adults
alike, and reminds us of the timelessness of stories that touch the heart.
"A 22-volume, highly illustrated, A-Z general encyclopedia for all ages, featuring sections on
how to use World Book, other research aids, pronunciation key, a student guide to better
writing, speaking, and research skills, and comprehensive index"-Acclaimed author Karen Hesse's Newbery Medal-winning novel-in-verse explores the life of
fourteen-year-old Billie Jo growing up in the dust bowls of Oklahoma.
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